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Abstract: This paper proposes an adaptive online distributed solution for fault diagnosis in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs). Fault diagnosis is achieved by comparing the heartbeat message generated by neighboring nodes
and dissemination of decision made at each node. Time redundancy is used to detect the intermittent faults since
an intermittent fault will not occur consistently. The diagnosis performance degradation due to intermittent faults
in sensing and transient faults in communication is analyzed. A near optimal trade-off between detection latency
and number of tests required to detect intermittent faults is obtained. Simulation results are provided and they
show that this work performs better, from both time and energy complexity viewpoint.
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1.

Introduction

A fault-tolerant WSN is designed to provide sustained delivery of information to the sink node despite encountered
perturbations. The ability to detect and diagnose a correct set of faulty nodes in an online manner constitutes an
important aspect of fault tolerance. The objective of this fault diagnosis is to consistently identify a faulty node so as to
restrict its effect on WSN operations. Erroneous data generated by faulty sensor nodes must be protected from entering
the network for effective bandwidth utilization. If diagnosis is performed as an online process, then this provides an
effective means to manage network resources.
Node failures and environmental hazards cause frequent topology change, communication failure, and network partition.
Such perturbations are far more frequent than those found in traditional wireless networks. In real systems, more than
80% of the faults are intermittent faults [1, 2]. By its nature, an intermittent fault will not occur consistently, which
makes its diagnosis a probabilistic event over time [3]. Since the effect of a fault is not always present, detection of
intermittent faults requires repetitive testing at a discrete time in contrast to single test for permanent fault detection.
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Permanent faults are the ones that are continuous and stable in time and produce errors when they are fully exercised.
Thus, issues like number of tests required and an intertest interval (T ) are vital.
An important element for the timeliness of online diagnosis is the ability to execute diagnostic tests without interrupting
system operation, that is, without explicit testing capabilities [4]. A well-known solution is the comparison approach
[5, 6], where multiple nodes execute the same task, and the outcomes are compared by other nodes. The agreements and
the disagreements among the nodes are the basis for identifying the faults. This paper follows this diagnosis approach
where the system health is sampled at an interval (T ) and the diagnostic workload is exchanged at an epoch, also
known as the communication round. Each node maintains a heartbeat sequence number, and all nodes in the network
hold the similar sequence number at any time t. The sequence number is incremented at each communication round.
This sampled health along with the heartbeat sequence number is then broadcasted at each communication round. The
likelihood of detecting an intermittent fault is influenced by T . If T is too large, then probability of coincident errors
within the same round increases, and diagnostic latency is expected to be more. If the round length is too small, then
frequent sensing of data is required, which increases the energy overhead. Thus proper tuning of T is indispensable,
which is what this work tries to achieve.
These issues motivate to explore a generic distributed fault diagnosis algorithm for sensor networks. The specific
contributions of this paper are listed below:
• Proposes a generic parameterized diagnosis scheme that identifies permanent and intermittent faults with high
accuracy by maintaining low time, message and energy overhead.
• Analyze the effect of transient faults in communication channel and intermittent faults in sensing on the performance of the diagnosis algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related works. Section 3 presents the
system model. Distributed diagnosis algorithm is investigated in Section 4. Section 5 presents tuning of the diagnosis
parameters. Application of the detection algorithm to real network is discussed in Section 6 and finally conclusion, and
future work is given in Section 7.

2.

Related works

System-level fault diagnosis was introduced by Preparata, Metze and Chien in 1967 [7], as a technique intended to
diagnose faults in a wired interconnected system. Previously developed distributed diagnosis approaches [5, 8–11] were
designed for wired networks and hence not well suited for wireless networks because they form an irregular network
topology.
The problem of permanent fault detection and diagnosis in wireless sensor networks is extensively studied in literatures
[12–18, 21, 22]. The problem of identifying faulty nodes (crashed) in WSN has been studied in [12]. This article proposes
the WINdiag diagnosis protocol which creates a spanning tree (ST) for dissemination of diagnostic information. Thomas
et al. [13] have investigated the problem of target detection by a sensor network deployed in a region to be monitored.
The performance comparison was performed both in the presence and in the absence of faulty nodes. Luo et al. [14]
proposed a fault-tolerant detection scheme that explicitly introduces the sensor fault probability into the optimal event
detection process where the optimal detection error decreases exponentially with the increase with the neighborhood
size. In [17], the authors present a distributed fault detection model for wireless sensor networks where each sensor
node identifies its own state based on local comparisons of sensed data against some thresholds and dissemination
of the test results. Krishnamachari et al. have presented a Bayesian fault recognition model to solve the fault-event
disambiguation problem in sensor networks [18]. Weber et al. [19] consider the problem of determining a test strategy of
the sensors in a WSN in order to ensure a desired level of diagnosability of the system. Since the diagnosability of a
diagnostic graph depends on whether the graph defines reciprocal tests among units or not, they discuss two strategies
namely testing strategy without reciprocal tests and testing strategy with reciprocal tests. Miao et al. [20] present an
online lightweight failure detection scheme namely Agnostic Diagnosis (AD).
The existing algorithms for diagnosing intermittent faults have been developed targeting for wired interconnected networks [23–25]. In [23], the authors have presented an efficient algorithm which is capable of achieving correct diagnosis
with high probability in systems of O(n log n) connections, where n is the number of processors. In [24], the authors
have presented an algorithm where the diagnosis decision is done locally by each processor about its own fault status.
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The algorithm is a hierarchical voting scheme where the votes are counted based on thresholds on the test processors,
and the tests conducted on each processor. In [25], the authors have suggested an algorithm which relies on the simple
voting scheme where the votes are counted based upon a threshold. Though system-level diagnosis has become an
important technique to diagnose intermittent faults in wired networks, its applicability to wireless networks has not
been well studied. In [26], the authors have proposed time redundancy to diagnose the intermittent faults in sensing and
communication in a sensor network. They assume that each sensor has at least three neighboring nodes, which may not
be always possible for sparse networks.
In summary, most of the existing fault detection schemes for WSNs work with the assumption that sensors are either
permanent faulty or fault-free. This assumption may not be true in real time applications since in real systems, more
than 80% of the faults are intermittent faults. This paper presents a generic detection scheme which takes care of both
permanent and intermittent faults in WSNs.

3.

System model

3.1.

Network model and assumptions

The system under consideration accommodates n number of nodes. Each node occupies a position (x, y) inside of a fixed
geographic area (l × l m2 ) and the nodes are initially uniformly distributed. Two nodes vi and vj are within transmission
range Rtx , if the Euclidean distance d(vi , vj ) is less than Rtx . The topology graph G = (V , E) consists of a set of
vertices V representing the nodes of the network and the set E of undirected edges corresponding to communication
links between nodes. Each node maintains a neighbor table N(.) which stores the IDs of its neighbors1 .
The proposed model is based on the following realistic assumptions:
1. Faults may occur intermittently or may be permanent.
2. Faults are investigated only through tests based on comparisons of heartbeat messages between neighboring
nodes where test are scheduled at periodic time K .T (k = 1, 2, · · · ) for a fixed T .
3. The sensor nodes are stationary. This is typical for sensor network applications.
4. Links are symmetric, i.e., two nodes vi and vj can communicate using the same transmission power level.
5. All nodes have similar capabilities (processing/ communication) and equal significance.

3.2.

Fault model

The proposed model considers both hard and soft faults2 . If a node is hard faulty, the sensor node is unable to
communicate with the rest of the network. A soft faulty node continues to operate and communicate with altered
behavior. Both the hard and soft faults may occur intermittently. As suggested by Breuer [27], in this work the statistics
of the intermittent fault is modeled by two-state Markov chain.

3.3.

Channel model

The model used for channels is a two-state Gilbert-Elliott channel (two-state Markov channel model) [28, 29] with two
states : G (good) state and B (bad) state. In the good state data are received incorrectly with probability Pgood and in
the bad state the data are received incorrectly with probability Pbad . For this model it is assumed that Pgood  Pbad .
To simulate burst noise, the state of B and G must tend to persist: i.e., the transition probability TGB = P(G → B) and
1

In this article for the sake of convenience, now onwards 1-hop neighbor is referred as neighbor.
Faults are classified as: crash, omission, timing, and Byzantine. Crash faults are hard faults, and all the others can
be treated as soft faults.
2
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TBG = P(B → G) will be small and the probability remaining in G and B is large. The steady-state probability of a
channel being in the bad state is PB = TGB /(TGB + TBG ).

3.4.

Time synchronization

Time synchronization is a common requirement for WSNs since it allows collective signal processing, sensor and source
localization, data aggregation, and distributed sampling. In WSN, for proper correlation of data coming from different
sensors and for proper diagnosis of the network synchronized time stamps are critical. For example, the proposed
algorithm needs to synchronize since sensor readings at sampled intervals are exchanged to establish a protocol for
correct and complete diagnosis. One of the key lightweight time synchronization techniques in WSNs is LESSAR
proposed by [30]. LESSAR generates time synchronization with periodic time synchronization messages. LESSAR
maintains a global time in WSN by organizing the system into levels. Level discovery is performed at the initial time
when the network is deployed. The sink, which acts as the data receiver to collect the information from all the other
nodes, is the root of the network. It is assigned a level 0. In LESSAR, sensor nodes will be synchronized level by level.
Each node believes that the clocks in its upper level are more accurate than its local clock and try to synchronize with
them. It accepts the time sync packets from nodes in the upper level and drops all other time sync packets from its lower
level and the peers in the same level. Finally the whole WSN will follow the clock of the sink.
This work has modified the original LESSAR for diagnosis settings. This work uses UDG-NNT algorithm [31] to construct
a ST where each node is assigned a rank. The sink node has the highest rank in the network. Each node vi , except sink
node, selects the nearest node vj among its neighbor nodes such that rank(vi ) < rank(vj ) and sends a connect message
to vj to inform that (vi , vj ) an edge in the ST. This work introduces a level maintenance phase which ensures a connected
ST. Therefore, creating and maintaining a hierarchical structure should not be considered as an overhead exclusive to
the diagnosis algorithm.

3.5.

Diagnosis terminology

Definition 1.
A WSN is called σ -diagnosable if the actual fault set can be unambiguously identified provided the number of faulty
nodes does not exceed σ .
For an arbitrary network like WSN the maximum number of faulty nodes that can be tolerated in a diagnosis session is
k − 1 where k is the connectivity of the arbitrary network. When more than k − 1 nodes fail simultaneously, the network
is disconnected, and status of all mobiles in the network cannot be diagnosed.

Definition 2.
Online diagnosis is the ability to execute diagnostic tests without interrupting system operation.

Definition 3.
A diagnosis is said to be a complete, if within a bounded time the actual fault set can be identified. A diagnosis is said
to be a correct, if no fault-free nodes are identified as faulty and no faulty nodes are identified as fault-free.

4.

Distributed diagnosis algorithm

4.1.

Description of the algorithm

This section introduces an online diagnosis algorithm for WSN. This work follows the general principle of diagnosis
algorithms where working nodes perform their own independent diagnosis of the system. It uses error detection information derived by the execution of fundamental network level activities like message delivery and clock synchronization
to diagnose the network. This work tries to minimize the overhead in executing the diagnosis algorithm. Figure 1 shows
the time line of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 1.

4.1.1.

Time line showing algorithm operation.

Permanent fault detection algorithm

This algorithm assumes that only permanent faults exist in the network. However, this assumption is relaxed in the
subsequent sections. A formal description of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4.1.1.
Algorithm 1: Permanent fault Detection Algorithm
//Each node vi in the network do the followings at each communication round.
Generate and Broadcast heartbeat test message.
Set timer Tout .
Upon receiving test messages from all one-hop neighbors, a node vj do the followings:
Sorts the node IDs as per their time of reception.
Checks for a node from the top of the list with which its heartbeat sequence number agrees, say vi .
Increments its own heartbeat sequence number and the heartbeat sequence number of vi .
Sends the test response.
If Tout = true then
Declare unreported nodes as possibly hard faulty, i.e.,Fstatei ← possibly hard faulty.
Endif
Upon receiving response messages from all vi ∈ N(vj ), a node vj do the followings:
If vj is the testing node of vi
If vj agrees with vi , i.e., both vi and vj holds similar value of sensor reading and heartbeat sequence number then
Detect vi as fault-free.
Else
Detect vi as soft faulty.
Send a DECISION_CHANGE message to vi .
Endif
Else
Discard the response message.
Endif
Upon receiving the DECISION_CHANGE message a node changes its view about the fault state of its testee node.

Test message generation and broadcast: In order to test its neighbors, each node vi generates a heartbeat test
message mi . The test message mi carries the heartbeat sequence number (vi .HB_Seq_No) and ID of vi , i.e., mi =<
vi .ID, vi .HB_Seq_No >. Each node first broadcasts this test message at time t (Figure 2) and initiates a timer set to
Tout . Node vi expects to receive all its neighbors’ responses within this bound. The node vi declares node vj ∈ N(vi )
as possibly hard faulty (initial detection status), if vi does not receive the heartbeat response message from vj before
Tout . The node vj cannot report to vi due to one or more of the following reasons: the transceiver of vj is faulty, the
communication channel Eij faulty, battery is drained and the node is completely damaged. For faulty communication
channel vi will mark vj as hard faulty which may not be possibly correct. Final decision regarding vj (hard faulty or
fault-free) is taken during the dissemination stage. Tout should be chosen carefully so that all the fault-free nodes
vj ∈ N(vi ) connected by fault-free channels Eij must report node vi before Tout .
Test message reception: Upon receiving the test requests from all on-hop neighbors, a node vj first sort the node IDs
based on their time of reception. Next, it checks for a node starting from the top of the list with which its heartbeat
sequence number agrees, i.e., heartbeat sequence number of both is equal. This ensures that the node vj has responded
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to the earliest received test request received from the node with fault-free processing units. Node vj then mark this
node as its tester node. Next, vj increments its own heartbeat sequence number and heartbeat sequence number of its
tester node, i.e., the node to which it will respond (say vi ) and generates heartbeat response message m0i . The response
message constitutes of the current sensor reading xj , ID of vi , ID of vj and the incremented heartbeat sequence number
of vi , i.e., m0i =< vi .ID, vj .ID, vi .HB_Seq_No, xj >. Node vj next sends this response message m0i to all its neighbors at
time t 0 , with t < t 0 < t + Tout .
Response message reception: For each fault-free sensor node, its neighboring fault-free sensor nodes have recorded
similar sensor reading at time t. Let vi be the neighbor of vj , xi and xj are the sensor reading of vi and vj respectively. In
this work xi is similar to xj when |xi − xj | < δ where δ is application dependent. Upon receiving the heartbeat response
message from vi ∈ N(vj ) proceeds as follows.
1. vj is the tester unit of vi : If the node vj is the tester unit of vi then vj compares its own sensor reading
and heartbeat sequence number with that of vi . Node vi detects vj as fault-free if both vi and vj hold similar
value of sensor reading and heartbeat sequence number. Otherwise, vj detects vi as soft faulty and sends the
DECISION_CHANGE message to vi .
2. vj is not the tester node of vi : If vj is not the tester node of vi then vj discards the response message of vi .
Reception of DECISION_CHANGE message: Upon receiving the DECISION_CHANGE message a node changes its
view about its testee node, i.e., if the testee node is detected as fault-free then it is detected as faulty and if the testee
node is detected as soft faulty then it is detected as fault-free.

Figure 2.

4.1.2.

Example network

Example network

The proposed algorithm can be better explained using an example network as shown in Figure 2. In this example
network, node v2 receives test requests from nodes v1 , v3 and v4 . Node v2 responds to the test request of v1 since v2
has received v1 ’s test message earlier to the test messages of v3 and v4 and v1 .HB_seq_no = v2 .HB_seq_no. Next v2
increments its own heartbeat sequence number and the heartbeat sequence number of v1 and generates the response
message m01 =< v1 , v2 , v1 .HBS eqN o, x2 >. Nodes v3 and v4 discard m01 because v3 and v4 are not the tester nodes of v1 .
Upon receiving m01 , v1 detects v2 as fault-free if x1 = x2 and v1 .HB_seq_no = v2 .HB_seq_no. Otherwise, v1 detects
v2 as faulty and v1 sends the DECISION_CHANGE to v2 . Upon receiving DECISION_CHANGE message v2 changes
its decision regarding the state of its testee node, i.e., if the testee node was detected as soft faulty then it is detected
as fault-free and vice versa. To explain this we consider a scenario where the processing units of both v1 and v2 are
fault-free but the sensing elements of both are faulty. In addition, the incorrect readings generated by these two sensing
elements are similar, i.e., x1 ≈ x2 . In this scenario v1 will wrongly detect v2 as fault-free. As shown in the Figure 2,
node v5 will detect v1 as faulty because x1 6≈ x5 . Node x5 then sends the DECISION_CHANGE message to v1 . Upon
receiving the DECISION_CHANGE message v1 changes its decision regarding the fault state of v2 from fault-free to
soft faulty. Similarly in a scenario where if the sensing element of v1 faulty and the processing unit is fault-free then
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v1 wrongly diagnoses the fault-free node v2 as soft faulty because x1 6≈ x2 . As discussed, v1 corrects its decision upon
receiving the DECISION_CHANGE from v5 . A wrong decision is taken by the proposed algorithm in a scenario where
the sensing units of v1 , v2 and v5 are faulty and all generates similar sensor readings and v5 is the tester of v1 . However,
the probability of happening of the mentioned scenario is very low, thus, the diagnosis error of the proposed algorithm
is very less.

4.1.3.

Intermittent fault detection algorithm

To test for permanent faults, any particular test need only be applied once. The only approach to test for intermittent
faults is through repeated application of tests. The repetition of the test is needed since the effect of such a fault is
not always present when this test is applied. Further, presence of a fault may not be observed if the duration of fault
appearance is smaller than T . Thus to diagnose the network with highest accuracy in presence of an intermittent fault,
proper tuning of T is vital, which is what the proposed work tries to achieve.
Once an intermittent fault is activated in a sensor node, faults are observable for a duration FAD (fault appearance
duration) before they disappear. Eventually, errors will reappear after FDD (fault disappearance duration) either because
of permanent faults or correlated intermittent faults. This is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3.

Appearance and disappearance of fault.

To analyze an intermittent fault in details the statistics of an intermittent fault modeled as a two-state Markov model
where a state FA corresponds to fault appears and state FD corresponds to fault disappears (Figure 4). The probabilities
for going from one state at Tn to either state FA or FD at time Tn+1 depends on FDD and FAD respectively. The FAD
for intermittent faults is system specific and it depends on multiple factors such as the specific component of the
sensor node being damaged or the activation patterns of the embedded software. An intermittent fault usually exhibits a
relatively high occurrence rate after its first appearance and eventually tends to become permanent. Therefore, a Weibull
distribution is considered for FDD with shape parameter β > 1. Without loss of generality exponential distribution is
assumed for FAD with a constant failure rate µ = (1/mean time in FA state).
This algorithm follows the same principle of Algorithm 1. However, the system health is sampled at a regular interval T .
Unlike the permanent fault detection algorithm, at each communication round this algorithm exchanges readings taken
by each node at these discrete intervals.

4.1.4.

Dissemination phase

The local diagnostic snapshots are disseminated to obtain a global diagnostic view of the network. Once ST maintenance
is completed, the leaf nodes in ST start the dissemination phase by sending their local diagnostic view to their parent.
During this local dissemination the ambiguity in detecting hard faults is addressed as follows. Each parent compares
fault tables of their children nodes and take decision on hard faults. Let’s assume vi , vj and vk belong to same parent
and F Tvi has marked fault-free vj as hard faulty but F Tvk has marked it fault-free, then parent node declares vj as
fault-free. If none other than vi has any information regarding vj then the parent node follows F Tvi . This ambiguous
situation is further handled in each higher level in ST by comparing the fault tables of children nodes. This can be
explained as follows. Let’s assume vi and vj belongs to same parent. F Tvi has marked fault-free vj as hard faulty and
no other node belongs to this parent has any information regarding vj . But vl ∈ N(vj ) belongs to another parent has
sent fault state of vj as fault-free. Thus, a correct decision can be taken by nodes at higher level of the ST.
This can be better explained using the example network as shown in Figure 5. The dark arrowed lines are routing paths
of the hierarchal structure. The crossed line indicates a link failure or channel fault. As shown in Figure 5, the channel
between v5 and v17 and the channel between v8 and v10 is faulty during K th test round. Sensor node v17 marks v5 as
hard faulty in its fault table F T17 as it will not receive the heartbeat response message from v5 . Sensor node v17 next
sends F T17 to its parent node v1 in the spanning tree. Similarly v5 marks v17 as hard faulty in F T5 and sent F T5 to
its parent node v13 . Thus parent node v1 believes that v17 is hard faulty and similarly parent node v13 believes that v5
is hard faulty. This ambiguous situation is handled in the higher level of the spanning tree, i.e., by the parent node v3
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Figure 4.

Analytical model for the occurrence of intermittent fault.

which is in the higher level in this hierarchal structure. Similarly, as shown in the figure 5 channel between v8 and v10
is faulty during K th test round. Thus, node v8 marks v10 as hard faulty in F T8 and node v10 marks v8 as hard faulty
in F T10 . However, node v21 has detected v8 as fault-free and v19 has detected v10 as fault-free. Since v8 , v10 , v19 , and
v21 are under same parent node v15 , thus, node v15 rectifies the incorrect decision made by v8 and v10 by comparing the
received fault tables.
Once the sink node has the global diagnosis view, the synchronization phase is triggered and the global view is embedded
in the time sync packet of the sink node. Thus, at the end of synchronization phase all nodes in the network have the
global view of the network.

Figure 5.

4.2.

Example network to show the effect of channel faults.

Analysis of the algorithm

The proposed approach is localized since each node in the network generates its local diagnostic view using sensor
nodes at its 1-hop distance. Thus, generation of diagnostic local views is not topology dependent. The diagnosis global
view is constructed by disseminating the local views generated by each node. Since diagnosis protocols need maximum
of its message exchange in the dissemination phase and the spanning tree is the minimal graph structure supporting the
network connectivity, the proposed diagnosis algorithm suggests a spanning tree-based dissemination. However, it does
not mean that the proposed algorithm will not work in conjunction with other types of data dissemination strategies.
The diagnosis local views can also be disseminated using flooding type of approach as suggested by Chessa and Santi
[12]. However, flooding-based dissemination approach increases the message complexity and impacting the network life
time.

4.2.1.

Determination of Tout

In this work time out is used to detect hard faults. Thus, determination of a proper value for Tout is indispensable for
the following reasons. In nonhomogeneous node density scenarios, if this timeout is short, some sensor nodes with high
neighbor density can be working on the fault diagnosis while some sensor nodes with low neighbor density may be
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detected incorrectly as permanent faulty. If the timeout is longer and most of the nodes have high neighbor density, the
diagnosis may not be efficient in terms of time. In this discussion, delays introduced at each layer of sensor network
architecture are analyzed. When a node decides to transmit a diagnostic packet, it is scheduled as a task in a sensor
node. The total time spent in constructing the packet at the application layer and then passing to MAC layer is denoted
as TAM . This delay depends on the underlying operating system. At MAC layer the diagnostic packet waits until it
can access the channel. This delay (TMAC ) is specific to wireless networks which is most critical and is specific to the
MAC protocol employed by the sensor node. The delay in transmitting a packet bit by bit at the physical layer over
the wireless link is mainly deterministic in nature and can be estimated using the packet size and the radio speed.
The propagation delay (Tpro ) is the actual time taken by the packet to traverse the wireless link from the sender to the
receiver which is negligible as compared to other sources delay. The reception delay (Tres ) refers to the time taken in
receiving the bits and passing them to the MAC layer. This delay is mainly deterministic in nature. The MAC layer then
passes the received packet to the application layer where it is decoded. The delay (TMA ) introduced by this processes
depends on underlying operating system.
In this analysis, the time cost associated in processing is neglected since it contributes negligibly small extra cost to
Tout . The reason is that the recent advancement in technology, particularly in processing units of a sensor node has
enabled the processing unit to operate at more than 2.1 millions of instructions per second (MIPS), which provides more
computational power [32, 33].

4.2.2.

Energy complexity

The energy complexity of a diagnosis algorithm is proportional to the number of messages explicitly exchanged to
diagnose the network.

Lemma 4.
Message complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(Kmax n) where Kmax is the number of test repetitions required to
diagnose intermittent faults.
The diagnosis starts at each node by sending the test message to its neighbors costing one message pernode, i.e., n messages in the network. Each node responds only the earliest received test message costing one message
per-node, i.e., n messages in the network. The nodes detected as soft faulty receives DECISION_CHANGE message
from their tester nodes. Since the diagnosis algorithm can tolerate k − 1 faulty nodes in the network where k is the
connectivity of the network, k − 1 numbers of DECISION_CHANGE messages are exchanged in the network. In the
local dissemination phase, each node excluding the sink, sends one local diagnostic message and in worst case depth
of ST is n − 1. In the global dissemination phase, the global view is embedded in the time sync packet of the sink
node and thus messages are not explicitly exchanged for global dissemination. Thus, Message cost for disseminating
diagnostic messages is n − 1. To diagnose intermittent faults the algorithm is repeated for Kmax number of times. So,
the total number messages exchanged explicitly for diagnosis is

Proof.

Messagecost = Kmax (3n + k − 3) = O(Kmax n)

5.

(1)

Tuning of diagnosis parameter

The analysis confirms that the diagnostic round length has a strong impact on the measures of interest. If we choose
longer diagnostic rounds, then the diagnosis latency will be large. On the other hand, if we choose a shorter diagnosis
round, then more the number of tests required to detect an intermittent fault. In this case, finding a good trade-off between
latency and number of tests becomes harder. This work describes this trade-off analysis on a single intermittent faulty
node vi which has only one fault-free neighbor and all other neighbors are either intermittent or permanent faulty. This
specific system under study obeys the aforementioned assumptions. Each node in this setup executes Algorithm 4.1.1
periodically with time period T . In this analysis, the mean value of FAD for an intermittently faulty node is 50ms where
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FAD is exponentially distributed. The FDD is assumed to follow a Weibull distribution with increasing failure rate
(β = 1.5) and expected value of 1 hour. This analysis considers Tout = 30µsec..
This work uses OMNET++ as the simulation tool where all simulations are conducted on networks using the IEEE
802.15.4 at the MAC layer. The free space physical layer model is adopted where all nodes within the transmission
range of a transmitting node receive a packet transmitted by the node after a very short propagation delay.

(a)

Figure 6.

(b)

Design parameter.

The resulting number of tests and latency are given in Figure 6 (a) and (b) respectively. Figure 6.(a) depicts the number
of tests required to isolate faulty nodes. It is observed that, if the diagnostic rounds are too short, then isolation of
nodes requires relatively more number of tests. The average latency of isolation of vi at varying values of T is plotted in
Figure 6.(b). As expected, increase the length of T also increases the time necessary to isolate faulty nodes. However,
The latency tends to grow much less for values of T greater than 1200 ms.
In order to further tune the detection parameter T , we have evaluated the case where the mean FAD is 5 ms, 50 ms,
500 ms and 5000 ms. The test is repeated for 19150 times (i.e., the maximum number of tests obtained from Figure 6
(a)). As shown in Figure 7 the detection accuracy is consistently high (> 99%) for T greater than 1100 ms for all these
mean values of FAD. Thus, this work advocates a value for T ≥ 1200 ms. The reason is that the faults are detected with
high accuracy (> 99%) and the latency remains almost constant for T ≥ 1200 ms.

Figure 7.

Detection accuracy.
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6.

Application of detection algorithm to real network

In real sensor networks each fault-free node must correctly diagnose the state of all nodes in the network. To ensure this
all local diagnostics need to be disseminated in the network and thus the network must be connected. Thus, an upper
bound (k) is placed on the maximum number of nodes that can be faulty at any time where k is the connectivity3 of the
network. A network of size 1000 and connectivity k = n · p is used where the fault rate p is chosen 0.1. The number
of intermittent faulty nodes in the network is nI = k · pI where pI is a random number such that 0 < pI < 1 and the
permanent faulty node count are nP = k − nI . Each sensor node senses data at every T = 1200 ms interval and stores
in its local memory. The communication round length is set to 5T . All the intermittent faults are activated randomly
before 1200 ms from the start of simulation. Over each communication round the standard deviation of sampled system
health is broadcasted. The standard deviation is used to reduce the energy overhead in communication since energy
spent is calculated per bit basis.
As shown in Figure 6.b the detection latency for T = 1200 ms is 58 minutes. Thus, this work chooses the simulation
time equals to 60 minutes. As discussed earlier both FAD and FDD are system specific and depend on multiple factors.
Thus, to simulate the real fault scenario FAD follows a Weibull distribution with expected value ranging from 1 minute
to 10 hours and FAD follows an exponential distribution with expected value ranging from 5 ms to 50 ms. The set of
simulation parameters is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1.

Simulation Prameters.

Parameter
Number of sensors
Network grid

1000
From (0, 0) to (1000, 1000)

Sink

At (75,150)

Initial energy

2J/battery

Tout

6.1.

Value

30µsec.

Propagation scheme

Two Ray Ground

Antenna scheme

Omni directional

Experiment 1.

This experiment assumes that the channels are fault-free. The latency in isolating faulty nodes is reported in Figure 8.
Here we consider only intermittent faults and all faulty nodes are assigned IDs ranging [1 − 100]. It is observed that
faults in most of the nodes are detected before 10 minutes of their first appearance. An average latency of 1.163 minutes
is observed from this figure. A high network fault detection accuracy (99%) is observed where the incorrect decisions are
reported with detection latency equals to simulation time, i.e., 60 minutes. Network fault detection accuracy (NFDA)
is different from the detection accuracy discussed earlier. Network fault detection accuracy is defined as the ratio of
number of faulty sensor nodes detected to the total number of faulty sensor nodes in the network. Further simulation
has been done by considering both permanent and intermittent faults. Here both intermittent and permanent faults
equally contribute to total number of faults, i.e., nP = nI . The simulation result for this scenario is depicted in Figure 9.
An average latency of 0.6404 minutes is observed from this figure. This improvement in latency can be explained as
follows. As discussed earlier detection of a permanent fault requires only one test as opposed to multiple tests to
detect intermittent faults. Thus, average detection latency decreases with an increase of nP by maintaining the earlier
posed relation nP = k − nI . An improvement in detection accuracy (100%) is reported in Figure 9. The reason is that
the proposed permanent fault detection algorithm conforms 100% accuracy and the errors in fault detection are mainly
contributed by detection of intermittent faults.
3

The connectivity of a network is the minimum number of mobile nodes, the removal of which can cause the network to
become disconnected.
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Figure 8.

Latency in detecting faults for a network considering only intermittent faults.

Figure 9.

Latency in detecting faults for a network considering both intermittent and permanent faults.

In summary, a near optimal trade-off between detection latency and number of tests required to detect intermittent faults
can be achieved with T = 1200 ms. The per node average massage over head is reported as 20.58 for a network with
only intermittent faults and 8.6 for a network with both intermittent and permanent faults. Thus the proposed algorithm
is energy efficient since energy overhead increases with message overhead.

6.2.

Experiment 2.

In this experiment the robustness of the detection algorithm to faults in communication channels is analyzed by estimating
network fault detection accuracy and detection latency for various channel error probabilities. For simplicity in the
simulation Pgood is taken as 0 and Pbad is taken as 1. PBG is fixed to 1/8 and PGB is varied to get different channel error
probabilities Pe . Faults in communication channels might affect the local decision, causing some fault-free nodes fail to
receive the test request from its neighbor(s) or some or all of its neighbors have failed to receive its response message.
However, probability of this is very less due to high expected node degree in sensor networks. Thus as expected and
shown in Figure 10, the detection algorithm effectively tolerates faults in communication channels. Figure 11 shows the
robustness of the algorithm from average detection latency perspective. In summary, we can claim that the proposed
detection algorithm tolerates most of the faults in communication for a wide range of Pe .
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Figure 10.

Experimental values of performance metrics versus the wireless channel error probability.

Figure 11.

Experimental values of average detection latency versus the wireless channel error probability.

6.3.

Experiment 3.

The last decade has seen a significant research effort toward the topic of fault diagnosis in wireless sensor networks with
numerous works in the literature that attempt to diagnose faults permanent faults. Though these state-of-art approaches
effectively diagnose permanent faults in WSNs, fails to achieve the benefits of fault diagnosis if faults occur intermittently.
This is because if faults appear in between the two diagnosis rounds and coincides with the communication round then
the erroneous data generated by the faulty node will be routed to the sink node or base station. All the intermediate
sensor nodes will dissipate energy in relaying this incorrect information and impacting network lifetime. To validate
this, we have conducted a simulation to evaluate the network lifetime. The network lifetime is the measure of the number
of data-gathering rounds when the first node dies due to depletion of battery. In this experiment, a node is considered
dead if it has lost 99 percent of its initial energy. In this experiment we consider only intermittent faulty nodes. The
performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with Dynamic-DSDP algorithm [15]. As expected and shown in
Fig. 12, Dynamic-DSDP algorithm is very sensitive to the fault rate. The reason is that Dynamic-DSDP algorithm
considers only permanent faults. The erroneous sensor data generated by the intermittent faulty nodes are routed to the
sink node and the intermediate sensor nodes in the routing tree dissipate energy in forwarding these erroneous data.
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Figure 12.

7.

Network lifetime.

Conclusion

This paper has discussed so far a simple, adaptive online distributed fault diagnosis algorithm for wireless sensor
networks where both permanent and intermittent faults in sensing have been considered. The algorithm is adaptive to
persistence of faults (i.e., intermittent and permanent) and errors in communication channels. A near optimal trade-off
between detection latency and number of tests required to detect intermittent faults can be achieved with T = 5000 ms.
The simulation results shows that the per node message overhead in detecting faults in the network is less and thus
energy efficient. Due to low energy consumption, low latency and reduced complexity the algorithm could be integrated
to fault tolerant wireless sensor networks. The proposed algorithm can be applied with other dissemination strategies
like flooding based dissemination strategies. However the message complexity of flooding based dissemination strategies
is high as compare to the proposed dissemination approach This work can of course be extended to deal with the faultevent disambiguation problem since an event also causes abnormal data to be sensed by the nearby sensor nodes.
One advantage of the proposed work is that diagnosis is not considered as an offline but as an online core fault
tolerant mechanism fully integrated in the WSN fault tolerant strategy. In the case where transient faults exist in the
network, the proposed algorithm may isolate transient faulty nodes and thus reducing available resources and impacting
reliability. Thus robustness of the fault detection algorithm to transient faults needs to be investigated in future and
proper mechanisms to achieve fault tolerance has to be developed. This is what our future work aims to achieve.
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